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Overview 

The Product Application Scope in Batch 1 Products Catalog for China Compulsory 
Certification falls into 4 columns. Column 2 and 3, “HS code” and “Commodity name and 
remarks”, are based on the Commodity Integrated Sorting Table of the 2002 custom clearance 
service system and used for the primary quick identification of the product application scope. 
Column 4, “Certification application scope”, is the detailed description for the product 
application scope, which should be used to judge whether a product belongs to the certification 
scope.  If a HS code corresponds to a complete appliance product and its parts & components at 
the same time, the code corresponding certification scope refers to the complete appliance 
product. “Same to left” means the sameness with the HS code description. All the products that 
the code corresponds to belong to the catalog of products for the compulsory certification. “Not 
applicable” means this product category does not belong to the catalog of products for the 
compulsory certification. “Only for” means only this product category belongs to the catalog of 
products for the compulsory certification.  

Duplication is forbidden without prior permission.  
The catalog goes into effect since its release.  

July 2002  
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No. HS code Commodity name and remarks Certification application scope 

1 4011.1000.10 New pneumatic radial tire for automotive small 
passenger car (rubber tire, including the ones for travel 
minibus and racing car) 
 

Same to left.  

  

  

2 4011.1000.90 New pneumatic diagonal tire for automotive small 

passenger car (rubber tire, including the ones for travel 

minibus and racing car) 

Same to left.  

3 40119900.91 Other new pneumatic radial tire (for the other usage, new  

pneumatic tire, non-herringbone tread)  

Only for the products according to GB9743, 

GB9744 and GB518.  

4 40119900.99 Other new pneumatic diagonal tire (for the other usage, 

new pneumatic tire, non-herringbone tread)  

Only for the products according to GB9743, 

GB9744 and GB518.  

5 4011.2000.91 New pneumatic radial tire for other automotive bus or 

truck (rubber tire for automotive vehicles) 

Same to left.  

6 4011.2000.99 New  pneumatic tire for other automotive bus or truck 

(diagonal  tire for automotive vehicles) 

Same to left.  

7 4011.4000 New pneumatic tire for motorcycle  Same to left.  

    General scope description: Rubber condom 

designed for contraception purpose or 

protection against sexual disease propagation, 

including the plain, heteromorphous structure, 

parallel side, non-parallel sides, flat head, 

sperm bursa, dry, lubricated, aroma, 

transparent, semi-transparent, opacity or color 

condoms.   

8 

40141000 Sulfuration rubber condom  Only for male condom made from natural 

latex  

9 7007.1190  Toughened safety glass for vehicles (with specifications 

and shape right for installation on vehicles)  

Only for the toughened safety glass or local 

toughened safety glass for automobiles 

(including automobile, farm vehicle, special 

car and trailer) and the toughened safety glass 

for rail truck and railroad car.  

10 7007.2190 Laminated safety glass for vehicles (with specifications 

and shape right for installation on vehicles)  

Only for the catalog A and B triplex glass  for 

automobiles (including automobile, farm 

vehicle, special car and trailer) and the triplex 

glass for rail truck and railroad car.  

11 7007.1900 Other toughened safety glass Only for the toughened safety glass for 

construction 

12 7007.2900 Other laminated safety glass Only for the triplex glass for construction 

13 7008.0000  Multiplex insulating and soundproofing glass assembly  Only for the safety hollow glass for rail truck 

14 84073100 Reciprocating piston engine with cylinder capacity no 

more than 50cc (the ignition reciprocating piston engine 

Only for portable motorcycle engine  
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No. HS code Commodity name and remarks Certification application scope 

listed in Chapter 87, no more than 50cc)  

15 84073200 Reciprocating piston engine with cylinder capacity 

greater than 50 and no more than 250cc (the ignition 

reciprocating piston engine for vehicles listed in Chapter 

87)  

16 84073300 Reciprocating piston engine with cylinder capacity 

greater than 250 and no more than 1000cc (the ignition 

reciprocating piston engine for vehicles listed in Chapter 

87)  

17 84073410 Reciprocating piston engine with cylinder capacity 

greater than 1000 and no more than 3000cc (the ignition 

reciprocating piston engine for vehicles listed in Chapter 

87)  

Only for motorcycle engine  

  

  

  

18 84143011 
Minitype electrical driven compressor for 
refrigerator/freezer (the minitype means the motor 
nominal power no more than 0.4 KW)  

Not applicable to the compressor for the 
minitype electrical driven compressor for 
refrigerator/freezer below 36V 

19 84143012 

Large-size electrical driven compressor for 
refrigerator/freezer (the large-size means the motor 
nominal power greater than 0.4 KW but no more than 5 
KW)  

Not applicable to the compressor for the 
large-size electrical driven compressor for 
refrigerator/freezer below 36V 

20 84143013 
Minitype electrical driven compressor for air conditioner 
(referring to the motor nominal power greater than 0.4 
KW but no more than 5 KW)  

Not applicable to the compressor for the 
minitype electrical driven compressor for air 
conditioner below 36V 

21 84145110 Ceiling-fan with power no more than 125 W (with a 
motor no more than 125 W output power ) 

Not applicable to the ceiling-fans below 36V 

22 84145120.10 Axial flow air exchange fan for computer Not applicable to the axial flow air exchange 
fan for computer below 36V 

23 84145120.90 Other air exchange fan with power no more than 125 W 
(with a motor no more than 125 W output power) 

Not applicable to the air exchange fans below 
36 V 

24 84145130 Fan with rotational inducer and power no more than 125 
W  (with a motor no more than 125 W output power) 

  
Not applicable to the fans below 36 V 

25 84145191 Desk fan with power no more than 125 W (with a motor 
no more than 125 W output power) 

Not applicable to the desk fans below 36 V 

26 84145192 Floor fan with output power no more than 125 W (with a 
motor no more than 125 W output power) 

Not applicable to the floor fans below 36 V 

27 84145193 Wall fan with power no more than 125 W (with a motor 
no more than 125 W output power) 

Not applicable to the wall fans below 36 V 

28 84145199.10 Axial flow fan for computer Not applicable to the axial flow fans for 
computer below 36V 

29 84145199.90 Other fan with power no more than 125 W (with a motor 
no more than 125 W output power) 

Not applicable to the other flow fans below 
36V with no more than 125 W power  

30 84145910 Other ceiling-fan (with a motor more than 125 W output 
power) 

Only for the ceiling-fans for household or 
similar usages above 36 V 
  

31 84145920 Other air exchange fan (with a motor more than 125 W 
output power) 

Only for the ceiling-fans for household or 
similar usages above 36 V 
  

32 84151010 

Independent window-type or wall-type air conditioner 
(with fan and tempering & damping devices installed, 
including the air conditioner that cannot independently 
realize damping) 

Only for the air conditioner above 36 V and 

the refrigerating capacity no more than 21,000 

kcal/hour  

  

33 84151021 

Detachable air conditioner with the refrigerating 
capacity no more than 4 kcal/hour (with fan and 
tempering & damping devices installed, including the air 
conditioner that cannot realize damping independently)  

Not applicable to the detachable air 
conditioner below 36 V 

34 84151022 

Detachable air conditioner with the refrigerating 
capacity more than 4 kcal/hour (with fan and tempering 
& damping devices installed, including the air 
conditioner that cannot realize damping independently)  
 

Only for the detachable air conditioner above 

36 V and the refrigerating capacity no more 

than 21,000 kcal/hour  
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35 84158210 
Other air conditioner with refrigerating capacity no more 
than 4 kcal/hour (only with refrigeration device, no 
thermal circulating device) 

Not applicable to the air conditioner below 36 

V 

36 84158220 
Other air conditioner with refrigerating capacity more 
than 4 kcal/hour (only with refrigeration device, no 
thermal circulating device) 

Only for the air conditioner above 36 V and 

the refrigerating capacity no more than 21,000 

kcal/hour  

37 84181020 Cold-storage/freezing compound machine with volume 
greater than 200 and no more than 500 liters  

Not applicable to the cold-storage/freezing 
compound machine below 36 V 

38 84181030 
Cold-storage/freezing compound machine with volume 
no more than 200 liters (with independent exterior doors 
installed respectively) 

Not applicable to the cold-storage/freezing 
compound machine below 36 V 

39 84182110 Household compressor congealer with volume greater 
than 250 liters  

Only for the household compressor congealer 
above 36 V with volume no more than 250 
liters and greater than 150 liters 
  

40 84182120 Household compressor congealer with volume greater 
than 50 liters and no more than 150 liters 

Not applicable to the household compressor 
congealer below 36 V  

41 84182130 Household compressor congealer with volume no more 
than 50 liters  

Not applicable to the apparatus/device 
household congealer below 36 V  

42 84182200 Electrical absorption household congealer  
  

Only for the electrical absorption household 
congealer above 36 V with volume no more 
than 500 liters  

43 84183029 
Other small cabinet freezer with the refrigeration 
temperature greater than –40oC (the small means the 
volume no more than 500 liters) 

Not applicable to the cabinet freezer below 36 
V 

44 84184029 
Other small vertical freezer with the refrigeration 
temperature greater than –40oC (the small means the 
volume no more than 500 liters) 

Not applicable to the vertical freezer below 36 
V 

45 84198100 Apparatus for heating beverage or for cooking/heating 
food  

Only for the cold/hot drinker above 36 V for 
household or similar usages (watering 
machine or similar apparatus for preparing or 
giving cold/hot drinking water) 

46 84211210 Centrifugal clothes dryer with drying capacity no more 
than 10 Kg 

Not applicable to the centrifugal clothes dryer 
below 36 V 

47 84211910 Water extractor  Only for the water extractor above 36 V with 
dewatering capacity less than 10 Kg  

48 84238110 Charging balance with maximum weighing range no 
more than 30 Kg Same to left.  

49 8424.8100 Ejector/sprayer mechanical apparatus for farming or 

gardening  

Only for the farming/gardening plant 

protection machines, including knapsack 

sprayer, knapsack duster and knapsack sprayer 

duster.  

50 84501110 Fully-automatic wave wheel washing machine with 
clothes drying capacity no more than 10 Kg 

Not applicable to the fully-automatic wave 
wheel washing machine below 36 V 

51 84501120 Fully-automatic roller washing machine with clothes 
drying capacity no more than 10 Kg 

Not applicable to the apparatuses/devices 

below 36 V 

52 84501190 Other fully-automatic washing machine with clothes 
drying capacity no more than 10 Kg 

Not applicable to the fully-automatic washing 

machine below 36 V 

53 84501200 
Non-fully-automatic washing machine with centrifugal 
clothes dryer installed and clothes drying capacity no 
more than 10 Kg 

Not applicable to the non-fully-automatic 
washing machine with centrifugal clothes 
dryer installed below 36 V 

54 84501900 Other washing machine with drying capacity no more 
than 10 Kg 

Not applicable to the washing machine below 
36 V 

55 84672100 Hand-held electric drill  Not applicable to the hand-held electric drill 
below 36 V 

56 84672210 Hand-held electric chain saw  
Not applicable to the hand-held electric chain 
saw below 36 V 

57 84672290 Other hand-held electric saw  
Not applicable to the hand-held electric saw 
below 36 V 

58 84672910 Hand-held electric sand mill tool 

Only for the electric grinder above 36 V 
(including angular buffing machine, flat 
sanding machine, mould electric grinder, wet 
polisher, electric grinder, polisher and disc 
sanding polisher)  
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59 84672920 Hand-held electric plane  
Not applicable to the hand-held electric plane 
below 36 V 

60 84672990 Other hand-held electric tools 

Only for electric screw driver, electric opener, 
impact wrench, electric wrench, sanding 
polisher (including flat sanding polisher, 
triangle sanding polisher, ellipse sanding 
polisher, disc sanding polisher and belt 
sanding polisher), electric hammer (including 
hammer drill, electric pick, electric dipper and 
electric chisel), electric gunjet for 
nonflammable liquid, electric shears 
(including double-lip electric shears, electric 
punching shears), threading machine, 
plug-type concrete vibrator (including direct 
connection concrete vibrator), electric pruning 
scissors and electric mower (including 
mower), electric wood miller and falt edge 
trimmer (including carving machine), and 
electric stone cutting machine (including 
marble cutting machine and marble machine). 

61 84705010 Point-of-sale terminal teller machine  Only for the cash collector above 36 V 
62 84705090 Other cash teller machine  Only for the cash collector above 36 V 

63 84713000 
Portable digital automatic data processor device (weight 

10 Kg, with at least one CPU, keyboard and display)  

Only for portable computer and PDA. 

64 84714140.90 
Microcomputer (computer on airplane special for the air 

data) 

Only for the desktop computer and server 
above 36 V, with nominal power less than 
1300 W, not carried by vehicle, watercraft or 
airplane (industrial control computer special 
for industry not included) 

65 84714190 
Other digital data processor device (at least one CPU and 

one output and input component in the same chassis, 

including the combined types) 

Only for the contact/contactless bank IC card 
reader/writer for paying/charging, IC card 
ticket machine, IC card vending machine, IC 
card reader/writer used in toll gates, etc. above 
36 V 

66 84716010 Display for the automatic data processor device 

Only for the outdoor large display screen, 
LCD screen, and the monocolor/color display, 
LCD, projection display, projector, plasma 
display and other displaying terminals 
connected with computers, the displaying 
terminals connected with ATM excluded, 
above 36 V  

67 84716031 Stylus printer for the automatic data processor device 
Only for the printer connected with 
computers, above 36 V, A4 paper size, and less 
than 60ppm printing speed.  

68 84716032 Laser printer for the automatic data processor device 

Only for the printer connected with 

computers, above 36 V, A4 paper size, and less 

than 60ppm printing speed.  

69 84716033 Ink-jet printer for the automatic data processor device 
Only for the printer connected with 
computers, above 36 V, A4 paper size, and less 
than 60ppm printing speed.  

70 84716039 Other printer for the automatic data processor device 

Only for the graphic plotter, heat sensitive 
printer, thermal transition printer, 
xeroxing/printing all purpose machine, bill 
printer and other printer devices connected 
with computers, above 36 V, A4 paper size, 
and less than 60ppm printing speed.  

71 84716050 Scanner for the automatic data processor device 
Only for the scanner working with computers, 
above 36 V, bar-code scanner and pen scanner 
excluded.  

72 84721000 Chromograph and mimeograph  

Only for the electrostatic printer, diazo 
duplicator, office small offset printer, 
mimeograph, digital integral stenograph, 
microfilm reader (duplicator), multipurpose 
printer and duplicator above 36 V, up to A1 
paper size.  

73 84729090 
Other office machines (including coin assorting, 
counting and packing machine, pencil paring machine, 
etc.) 

Only for the paper money counter above 36 V 

74 85011099.90 
Other micro-machine (with no more than 37.5 W output 

power) 

Only for the electric motors above 36 V and 
not for the automobile fans.  

75 85012000 AC/DC combination electric motor more than 37.5 W 
Only for the electric motors above 36 V and 
below 1.1 KW, and not for the automobile 
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(with more than 37.5 W output power) fans.  

76 85013100 DC electric motor and generator no more than 750 W 
(with no more than 750 W output power) 

Not applicable to the electric motors for 
automobile fans and the ones below 36V 

77 85013200 
DC electric motor and generator more than 750 W and 
no more than 75 KW (with more than 750 W but no more 
than 75 KW output power) 

Only for the electric motors above 36 V and 
below 1.1 KW, and not for the automobile 
fans.  

78 85014000 Single-phase AC motor  

Only for the AC asynchronous motor, AC 
synchronous motor and AC series motor not 
for the automobile fans, above 36 V, 
continuous ratings no more than 1.1 KW at 
1500 rpm synchronous reverted rev  

79 85015100 Other multi-phase AC motor no more than 750 W (with 
no more than 750 W output power) 

Only for the 3-phase AC motors above 36 V 
and not for the automobile fans.  

80 85015200 
Multi-phase AC motor more than 750 W and no more 
than 75 KW (with more than 750 W but no more than 75 
KW output power) 

Only for the AC asynchronous motor, AC 
synchronous motor and AC series motor not 
for the automobile fans, above 36 V, 
continuous ratings no more than 1.1 KW at 
1500 rpm synchronous reverted rev  

81 85041010 Electronic ballast   Only for the AC electronic ballast for tube 
fluorescent lamp above 36 V 

82 85041090 Other ballast for discharge lamp or discharge tube  
Only for the ballasts for tube fluorescent lamp 
and other discharge lamp, above 36 V, neon 
lamp transformer excluded  

83 85044013 
Regulated power supply for the machines listed in Code 

8471  

Only for the switching power supply for 
microcomputer and server, adaptor and 
charger matching the IT devices listed in this 
catalog.  

84 85044019 Other regulated power supply 

Only for the power adaptor 
(charger/discharger) matching the video/audio 
devices, above 36 V, charger for the AA and 
AAA size rechargeable batteries excluded.   

85 85091000 Vacuum cleaner (both the wet and dry types) Not applicable to the vacuum cleaners below 
36 V 

86 85094000 Food miller, mixer and fruit & vegetable juicer  
Only for the food miller, mixer and fruit & 
vegetable juicer for household or similar 
usages above 36 V 

87 85098000 Other household electric apparatuses  

Only for the mixer, butter whipper, egg 
breaking machine, liquid mixer, screening 
machine, mixer, ice cream machine, fruit & 
vegetable centrifugation juicer, electric meat 
grinder, slicer, sheller, multifunctional food 
handling machine, grater, edge mill and oil 
smoke fan for household and similar usages 
above 36 V  

88 85151100 Soldering machine and device iron and welding torch  
Only for the AC electronic soldering pliers, 
TIG welding torch and MIG/MAG welding 
torch above 36 V 

89 85152900 Other resistance welding machine and device 
Only for the resistance welding machine 
above 36 V (including spot-welder, seaming 
welder, butt-welder, etc.)  

90 85153190 Other electric arc welding machine and device 
(fully-automatic or semi-automatic) 

Only for the TIG arc welder, MIG/MAG arc 
welder, plasma arc welder, plasma arc cutting 
machine, submerged arc welder and welder 
wire feeder device above 36 V  

91 85153900 
Other electric arc welding machine and device 

(fully-automatic or semi-automatic) 

Only for the TIG arc welder, MIG/MAG arc 
welder, plasma arc welder, plasma arc cutting 
machine, minitype AC arc welder, AC arc 
welder, DC arc welder, arc welder electric 
shock protection device, and welding cable 
coupling devices above 36 V  

92 85161000 Electric water heater (referring to the electric fast water 
heater, storage calorifier, immersion liquid heater) 

Not applicable to the electric water heater 
below 36 V 

93 85162990 Electrical space heater  

Only for the radiation heater, plate heater, 
liquid-filled heater, fan heater, convection 
heater, tubular heater, etc. for household and 
similar usages above 36 V 

94 85163100 Electric hair dryer Not applicable to the electric hair dryer below 
36 V 

95 85163200 Other electric heating haircut tools  Only for the electric heating haircut tools 
above 36 V 

96 85163300 Electric heating hand drier Not applicable to the electric heating hand 
drier below 36 V 

97 85164000 Electric iron 
Only for the dry electric iron and wet (steam) 
electric iron for household or similar usages 
above 36 V 

98 85165000 Microwave oven  Only for the microwave oven for household or 
similar usages above 36 V, frequency ranging 
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from 300MHz to 30GHz, one or more I.S.M 
wave bands 

99 85166010 Electromagnetic oven Only for the induction cooker for household or 
similar usages above 36 V 

100 85166030 Electric rice cooker  
Only for the electric rice cooker for household 
or similar usages above 36 V, electric pressure 
cooker excluded.  

101 85166090 Other electric heating oven (including electric hot plate, 
heating ring, barbecue oven and baking machine)  

Only for the dry electric oven and bread oven 
for household or similar usages (commercial 
usage excluded) above 36 V, with volume no 
more than 10 L  

102 85167100 Electric coffee maker or tea maker  Only for the electric coffee maker or tea maker 
for household or similar usages above 36 V 

103 85167200 Electric heating bread baker  
Only for the electric heating bread baker 
above 36 V, with rating volume no more than 
10 L  

104 85167900 Other electric heating apparatuses   

Only for the household electric cooker, 
detachable fixed oven, hearth, bench electric 
cooker, kitchen place of the electric cooker, 
grill, plate and inbuilt oven, grill, household or 
similar electric cup, electric hot water bottle, 
electric food warmer, electric milk warmer, 
electric pressure cooker, electric water boiler, 
electric glue cooker below 10L, and walf 
flapjack mould and similar apparatuses with 
rating volume no more than 10L 

105 85171100 Cordless telephone Same to left.  

106 85171910 Visual telephone  Same to left.  

107 85171990 Other telephone 

Only for:  
1) Normal telephone; 2) Caller number 
representation telephone; 3) Card 
management telephone; 4) Recording 
telephone; 5) Coin telephone; 6) Intelligent 
card telephone; 7) IC card public telephone; 8) 
Hand-free telephone; 9) Digital telephone (the 
special telephone used as the accessories of 
group telephone excluded); 10) Extra devices 
of telephones.  

108 85172100 Facsimile machine Same to left.  

109 85173019 Other digital SPC telephone exchange  
Only for:  

1) Group telephone 
2) Conference call exchange  

110 85175033 IP telephone signal conversion equipment  Same to left.  

111 85175034 Hub Same to left.  

112 85175036 Modem 

Only for the terminal products (including 
internal card) with the modem functions 
connected with the telecom public network, 
including 1) audio modem; 2) baseband 
modem; 3) xDSL modem  

113 85175039 Other wire digital telecom device 

Only for:  

1. ISDN terminals 

Network terminal devices (NT1, 

NT1+)Terminal adaptor (TA) 

  

2. Data terminals (including card) 
1) Store-and-forward facsimile/voice card; 
2)POS terminal (via public network); 3) 
Interface converter; 4) Other data terminals 

114 85175090 Other devices for wire carrier frequency  

Only for:  
1) Videoconferencing terminals; 2) 
Information on demand terminals; 3) Other 
multimedia terminals 

115 85182100 Single-speaker sound box  
Only for the active sound boxes above 36 V 
and below 500 W (virtual value) gross output 
power 

116 85182200 Multi-speaker sound box  
Only for the active sound boxes above 36 V 
and below 500 W (virtual value) gross output 
power 

117 85184000.90 Other audio amplifiers 
Not applicable to the broadcast-class sound 
devices, the ones on automobiles and 
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airplanes, and the audio power amplifiers 
below 36 V 

118 85192100 Record player without speaker  
Not applicable to the broadcast-class sound 
devices, the ones on automobiles and 
airplanes, and the record players below 36 V 

119 85192900 Record player with speaker  
Not applicable to the broadcast-class sound 
devices, the ones on automobiles and 
airplanes, and the record players below 36 V 

120 85199200 
Pocket cassette tape player (no sound recording devices 

installed)  

Not applicable to the broadcast-class sound 
devices, the ones on automobiles and 
airplanes, and the pocket cassette tape player 
below 36 V 

121 85199300 
Other cassette tape player (other than the pocket cassette 

player)  

Not applicable to the broadcast-class sound 
devices, the ones on automobiles and 
airplanes, and the cassette tape player below 
36 V 

122 85199910 Laser record player 

Not applicable to the broadcast-class sound 
devices, the ones on automobiles and 
airplanes, and the laser record players below 
36 V 

123 85199990 Other sound reproduction devices  

Only for the audio recorder, player and 
handling devices above 36 V other than the 
broadcast-class sound devices and the ones on 
automobiles and airplanes 

124 85203210 
Digital audio cassette tape recorder (with or without 

sound reproduction devices installed)  

Not applicable to the broadcast-class sound 
devices, the ones on automobiles and 
airplanes, and the digital audio cassette tape 
recorder below 36 V 

125 85203290 
Other digital audio cassette tape recorder (other than the 

cassette digital audio tape player)  

Not applicable to the broadcast-class sound 
devices, the ones on automobiles and 
airplanes, and the digital audio cassette tape 
recorder below 36 V 

126 85203300 
Other digital cassette tape recorder (with or without 

sound reproduction devices installed)  

Not applicable to the broadcast-class sound 
devices, the ones on automobiles and 
airplanes, and the cassette tape recorder below 
36 V 

127 85203990 
Other tape recorder (other than the cassette tape 

recorder)  

Not applicable to the broadcast-class sound 
devices, the ones on automobiles and 
airplanes, and the tape recorders below 36 V 

128 85209000 
Other recorder or sound recording device (other than the 

cassette tape recorder/player)  

Not applicable to the broadcast-class sound 
devices, the ones on automobiles and 
airplanes, and the recorder or sound recording 
device below 36 V 

129 85219010 
Laser optic disk player (with or without high-frequency 

tuning amplifier installed) 

Not applicable to the broadcast-class sound 
devices, the ones on automobiles and 
airplanes, and the laser optic disk player below 
36 V 

130 85219090.90 
Other video signal recording or reproducing device (with 

or without high-frequency tuning amplifier installed) 

Only for the audio recorder, player and 
handling devices above 36 V other than the 
broadcast-class sound devices and the ones on 
automobiles and airplanes 

131 85211019 
Other tape videocorder (with or without high-frequency 

tuning amplifier installed) 

Only for the tape videocorder above 36 V 
other than the broadcast-class sound devices 
and the ones on automobiles and airplanes 

132 85211020 
Tape videoplayer (with or without high-frequency 

tuning amplifier installed) 

Only for the tape videoplayer above 36 V 
other than the broadcast-class sound devices 
and the ones on automobiles and airplanes 

133 85251010 Broadcast television transmitting equipment  
Only for the video modulator, audio/video 
modem and frequency converter for 
transmitting the television and audio signals  

134 85252011 Satellite ground station equipment for television  

Only for the video modulator, audio/video 
modem and frequency converter for 
transmitting and receiving satellite TV 
signals, including 1) Video modulator; 2) 
Audio/video modem; 3) frequency converter.   

135 85252022 
Hand-held wireless telephone set (including the 

vehicular radio telephone)  

Only for:  

1) Analog mobile phone; 2) GSM digital cell 

mobile station (hand-held telephone and other 

terminal equipment)  
CDMA digital cell mobile station (hand-held 
telephone and other terminal equipment)  

136 85252091 
Broadcast television transmitting equipment with the 

receiving device installed  

Only for the video modulator, audio/video 
modem and frequency converter for 
transmitting and receiving TV and audio 
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signals, including 1) Video modulator; 2) 
Audio/video modem; 3) frequency converter.   

137 85273200 
Radio set with clock (including the device additionally 

capable of receiving wireless call and telegraph) 

Only for the tuning receiver and radio set in 
various broadcast wave band, above 36 V   

138 85273900 
Other radio sets (including the device additionally 

capable of receiving wireless call and telegraph) 

Only for the tuning receiver and radio set in 
various broadcast wave band, above 36 V   

139 85279090.90 Other wireless call, telegraph, broadcast receiver devices 
Only for the tuning receiver and radio set in 
various broadcast wave band, above 36 V   

140 85273100 
Other radio/recorder (player) combined device 

(including the device additionally capable of receiving 

wireless call and telegraph) 

Only for the combined sound system above 36 
V (or with video function)  

141 85281210 Color satellite TV receiver  
Not applicable to the color satellite TV 
receiver below 36 V 

142 85281291 
Color TV set no more than 42 cm (the specification here 

means the diagonal length of the screen) 

Not applicable to the color TV set below 36 V 

143 85281292 
Color TV set ore than 42 cm and no more than 52cm (the 

specification here means the diagonal length of the 

screen) 

Not applicable to the color TV set below 36 V 

144 85281293 
Color TV set more than 52 cm (the specification here 

means the screen dimension) 

Not applicable to the color TV set below 36 V 

145 85282100 Color video monitor  
Not applicable to the color video monitor 
below 36 V 

146 85283010 Color video projector   Not applicable to the color video below 36 V 

147 85281310 
Black-white or other monocolor TV set no more than 16 

cm (the specification here means the screen dimension) 

Not applicable to the black-white or other 
monocolor TV set below 36 V 

148 85281320 
Black-white or other monocolor TV set ranging 16 to 42 

cm (the specification here means the screen dimension) 

Not applicable to the black-white or other 
monocolor TV set below 36 V 

149 85281330 
Black-white or other monocolor TV set ranging 42 to 52 

cm (the specification here means the screen dimension) 

Not applicable to the black-white or other 
monocolor TV set below 36 V 

150 85281340 
Black-white or other monocolor TV set above 52 cm (the 

specification here means the screen dimension) 

Not applicable to the black-white or other 
monocolor TV set below 36 V 

151 85282200 Black-white or other monocolor video monitor  
Not applicable to the black-white or other 
monocolor video monitor below 36 V 

152 85283020 Black-white or other monocolor video projector   
Not applicable to the black-white or other 
monocolor video projector below 36 V 

153 8531.9010 Parts for the anti-theft, fire-proof and the similar devices Only for the fire alarm devices (including the 

fire alarm controller, spot temperature sensor 

fire detector, spot smoke sensor fire detector, 

fire control linked control devices and manual 

fire alarm button)  

154 5909.0000 Hosepipe made from textile materials or similar pipes 

(with or without other materials as the liner, jacket or 

accessories) 

Only for the fire control water pipe (including 

the ones with liner and the fire control wet 

water pipe)  

155 8424.1000 Fire extinguisher (with or without powder installed) Only for the sprinkler system (including 

sprinkling nozzle, wet alarm valve, stream 

current indicator and fire control pressure 

switch)  

156 85311090 

  

Other anti-theft or fire-proof warner or similar devices  Only for the active infrared invasion detector, 

indoor passive infrared detector, indoor 

microwave Doppler detector, microwave and 

passive infrared compound invasion detector  

157 85351000 Circuit fuse (voltage > 1000 V) (used in the lines above 
Only for the fuses above 36 V and below AC 
1200 V and DC 1500 V nominal voltage  
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1000 V) 

  

158 85352100 
Automatic circuit-breaker with voltage less than 72.5 

KV (used in the lines above 1000 V) 

  

Only for the circuit-breaker above 36 V and 
below AC 1200 V and DC 1500 V nominal 
voltage  

159 85353000 Isolating switch and intermittent switch (used in the lines 
above 1000 V) 

Only for the low-voltage switch above 36 V 
and below AC 1200 V and DC 1500 V 
nominal voltage  

160 85359000 
Other circuit switch and other electrical devices greater 

than 1000 V (used for the switch, protection and 

connection in the lines greater than 1000 V) 

Only for the circuit switch and other electrical 
devices above 36 V and below AC 1200 V and 
DC 1500 V nominal voltage  

161 85361000 Fuse (voltage no more than 1000 V) (used in the lines no 
more than 1000 V) 

Only for the fuse for professionals, 
non-professionals and semiconductor 
protection, mimitype fuse (including tubular 
fuse (glass or ceramic)), subminiature fuse, 
etc.   

162 85362000 Automatic circuit-breaker in no more than 1000 V line 
voltage (used in the lines no more than 1000 V) 

Not applicable to the automatic circuit-breaker 
below 36 V 

163 85363000 
Other circuit protection devices less than 1000 V (used 
in the lines no more than 1000 V) 

Only for the currentlimiter, circuit protector, 
over-current protector, overload protector and 
electrical devices for circuit switch, protection 
or connection above 36 V  

164 85364100 Relay no more than 60 V Not applicable to the relays below 36 V 

165 85364900 
Relay with voltage greater than 60 V (used in the lines 

no more than 1000 V) 

Same to left.  

166 85365000 
Other switches no more than 1000 V (used in the lines no 

more than 1000 V) 

Only for:  
1. Fixed electrical device switch above 36 V 
for household and similar usages (applicable 
to the indoor and outdoor applications, only 
used in the general purpose of manual 
operations on the household and similar 
usage, fixed AC electrical devices with 
nominal voltage no more than 440 V and 
nominal current no more than 63 A), including 
seesaw switch, button switch, tumbler switch, 
ceiling switch, rotary switch, etc.)  

2. Other switches more than 36 V and no more 

than 1000 V (used in the lines no more than 

1000 V) 
Including: electric switch, vacuum switch, 
pressure switch, proximity switch, foot 
switch, thermoswitch, liquid level switch, 
button switch, limit switch, inching switch, 
reversing switch, temperature switch, travel 
switch, changeover switch, blade switch, etc.  

167 85366900 

Plug and socket no more than 1000 V (used in the lines 

no more than 1000 V) 

  

Only for the following products above 36 V:  

1. Household or similar usage plug and socket 

(applicable to indoor or outdoor applications, 

household or similar usages, AC application 

with more than 50 V and no more than 440V 

nominal voltage and no more than 32 A 

nominal current, plug with or without ground 

and fixed or mobile socket), including plug, 

socket, mobile socket, apparatus socket, 

extended cable assembly, combined socket, 

etc.   
2. Industrial plug, socket and coupler 
(applicable to the plug, socket, cable coupler 
and apparatus coupler products for industrial 
indoor and outdoor applications, nominal 
voltage no more than 660 V AC and 440 V 
DC, nominal current no more than 125 A, 
nominal frequency no more than 400 400Hz), 
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including industrial plug, socket, apparatus 
coupler, apparatus socket, etc.)  

168 85369000 

Other circuit switch and more electrical devices no more 

than 1000 V (used for the switch, protection and 

connection in the lines greater than 1000 V) 

Only for the following products above 36 V:  

1. Cable assembly (composed of plug, power 

cord and connector).  

2. Household and similar usage apparatus 

coupler, including apparatus coupler 

(including connector and apparatus input 

socket), interconnection coupler (including 

plug connector and apparatus socket), 

interconnection cable assembly, etc.  
3. Household and similar usage fixed 
electrical device electrical accessory housing, 
including surface installation box, cover, 
plate, etc.  
4. Other electrical devices, including contactor 
(electromechanical contactor, household or 
similar usage contactor, solid-state contactor, 
hybrid contactor), motor starter 
(electromechanical motor controller and 
starter, AC semiconductor motor controller 
and starter), signal indicator, auxiliary contact 
assembly, command controller (the device that 
converts the control circuit according to the 
preset program), etc.  

169 85371090.90 
Other electric control or distribution devices (used in the 

lines no more than 1000 V) 

Only for the low-voltage electrical panel (or 
cabinet, box, board), low-voltage control 
panel (or cabinet, box, board), busbar system 
(or bus duct). 

170 85372090 
Other electric control or distribution devices (including 

disc, panel (with numeric control device)) 

Only for the fuses above 36 V and below AC 
1200 V and DC 1500 V nominal voltage  

171 85401100 
Color cathode ray TV picture tube (including the 

cathode ray tube for the video monitor) 

Only for the cathode ray tube with diagonal 
length greater than 16 cm (not including the 
tube in the back-projection TV) 

172 85401200 
Black-white or monocolor cathode ray TV picture tube 

(including the cathode ray tube for the video monitor) 

Only for the cathode ray tube with diagonal 
length greater than 16 cm (not including the 
tube in the back-projection TV) 

173 85404000 

Color data/graph tube with dot distance less than 0.4mm 

(the one with the screen phosphor dot distance less than 

0.4 mm) 

Only for the cathode ray tube with diagonal 
length greater than 16 cm (not including the 
tube in the back-projection TV) 

174 85405000 Black-white or other monocolor data/picture tube   
Only for the cathode ray tube with diagonal 
length greater than 16 cm (not including the 
tube in the back-projection TV) 

175 85406090 Other cathode ray tube 
Only for the cathode ray tube with diagonal 
length greater than 16 cm (not including the 
tube in the back-projection TV) 

176 85438920 High/intermediate frequency amplifier 

Only for the trunk amplifier, bridge amplifier, 
distribution amplifier and household TV 
antenna amplifier used for processing and 
distributing TV and audio signals.  

177 85444910  Cable without connector with 80 V withstand voltage 
Only for the cables of the miner cap lamp in 
the mine rubber soft cables, more than 36 V 
withstand voltage  

178 85445910 

Cable without connector with withstand voltage more 

than 80 V and no more than 1000 V (the withstand 

voltage more than 80 V and no more than 1000 V) 

Only for the mine rubber soft cable, cable for 
rail vehicles, rubber insulation wire cable, 
PVC insulation wire cable with nominal 
voltage no more than 450/750V 

179 85446019 Cable with 1~35 KV withstand voltage 

Only for the mine rubber soft cable, cable 

(wire) for rail vehicles with nominal voltage 

no more than 3 KV 
    Automobile: Automobiles and trailer of all 

types  

180 

8701.2000 Road tractor for the semi-trailer  Same to left.  
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181 87019000.90 Other tractor (not including the one of code 8709) Same to left.  

182 8702.1091 Large passenger car with no less than 30 seats (diesel 

type) (referring to the motorbus with 30 seats or 

above and with a diesel engine installed)  

Same to left.  

183 87021092.11 Diesel passenger car with 20 to 22 seats (the medium 

passenger car with a diesel or semi-diesel engine 

installed, cylinder capacity less than 2000cc)  

Same to left.  

184 87021092.19 Diesel passenger car with 20 to 22 seats (the medium 

passenger car with a diesel or semi-diesel engine 

installed, cylinder capacity no less than 2000cc)  

Same to left.  

185 87021092.90 Diesel medium passenger car with no less than 23 

and less than 30 seats (the passenger car with a diesel 

or semi-diesel engine installed)  

Same to left.  

186 87021093.10 Passenger car with 10 to 19 seats and cylinder 

capacity less than 2000cc (the medium passenger car 

with a diesel or semi-diesel engine installed)  

Same to left.  

187 87021093.90 Passenger car with 10 to 19 seats and cylinder 

capacity no less than 2000cc (the medium passenger 

car with a diesel or semi-diesel engine installed)  

Same to left.  

188 87029010 Motorbus with no less than 30 seats (other type) 

(referring to the motorbus with 30 seats or above and 

with other engine installed)  

Same to left.  

189 87029020.11 Non-diesel passenger car with 20 to 22 seats (the 

medium passenger car with other engine installed, 

cylinder capacity less than 2000cc)  

Same to left.  

190 87029020.19 Non-diesel passenger car with 20 to 22 seats (the 

medium passenger car with other engine installed, 

cylinder capacity no less than 2000cc)  

Same to left.  

191 87029020.90 Non-diesel passenger car with no less than 23 and 

less than  30 seats (the medium passenger car with 

other engine installed)  

Same to left.  

192 87029030.10 Passenger car with 10 to 19 seats and cylinder 

capacity less than 2000cc (the medium passenger car 

with other engine installed)  

Same to left.  

193 87029030.90 Passenger car with 10 to 19 seats and cylinder 

capacity no less than 2000cc (the medium passenger 

car with other engine installed)  

Same to left.  

194 87032130.11 Gasoline micro-horsepower car (with the ignition 

reciprocating piston combustion engine, 

micro-horsepower means the cylinder capacity less 

than 1000cc) 

Same to left.  

195 87032130.19 Gasoline micro-horsepower car (with the ignition 

reciprocating piston combustion engine, 

micro-horsepower means the cylinder capacity 

1000cc) 

Same to left.  

196 87032190.11 Gasoline micro-horsepower car and off-road vehicle 

(with the ignition reciprocating piston combustion 

engine, micro-horsepower means the cylinder 

capacity less than 1000cc) 

Same to left.  
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197 87032190.19 Gasoline micro-horsepower car and off-road vehicle 

(with the ignition reciprocating piston combustion 

engine, micro-horsepower means the cylinder 

capacity 1000cc) 

Same to left.  

198 87032230.10 Gasoline fractional-horsepower car (with the ignition 

reciprocating piston combustion engine, 

fractional-horsepower means the cylinder capacity 

more than 1000cc and no more than 1500cc) 

Same to left.  

199 87032240.10 Gasoline fractional-horsepower four-wheel drive 

off-road vehicle (with the ignition reciprocating 

piston combustion engine, fractional-horsepower 

means the cylinder capacity more than 1000cc and no 

more than 1500cc) 

Same to left.  

200 87032250.10 Gasoline fractional-horsepower small passenger car 

(with the ignition reciprocating piston combustion 

engine, fractional-horsepower means the cylinder 

capacity more than 1000cc and no more than 1500cc) 

Same to left.  

201 87032290.11 Gasoline fractional-horsepower other small 

passenger car (no more than 9 seats) (with the 

ignition reciprocating piston combustion engine, 

fractional-horsepower means the cylinder capacity 

more than 1000cc and no more than 1500cc) 

Same to left.  

202 87032290.19 Gasoline fractional-horsepower other car (with the 

ignition reciprocating piston combustion engine, 

fractional-horsepower means the cylinder capacity 

more than 1000cc and no more than 1500cc) 

Same to left.  

203 87032314.11 Car with cylinder capacity more than 1500cc and less 

than 2200cc (gasoline type, with the ignition 

reciprocating piston combustion engine) 

Same to left.  

204 87032314.19 Car with cylinder capacity no less than 2200cc and 

no more than 2500cc (gasoline type, with the ignition 

reciprocating piston combustion engine) 

Same to left.  

205 87032315.11 Four-wheel drive off-road vehicle with cylinder 

capacity more than 1500cc and less than 2400cc 

(gasoline type, with the ignition reciprocating piston 

combustion engine) 

Same to left.  

206 87032315.19 Four-wheel drive off-road vehicle with cylinder 

capacity no less than 2400cc and no more than 

2500cc (gasoline type, with the ignition 

reciprocating piston combustion engine) 

Same to left.  

207 87032316.11 Small passenger car with cylinder capacity more than 

1500cc and less than 2200cc (no more than 9 seats, 

gasoline type, with the ignition reciprocating piston 

combustion engine) 

Same to left.  

208 87032316.19 Small passenger car with cylinder capacity no less 

than 2000cc and no more than 2500cc (no more than 

9 seats, gasoline type, with the ignition reciprocating 

piston combustion engine) 

Same to left.  

209 87032319.11 Other small gasoline passenger car with cylinder 

capacity more than 1500cc and less than 2200cc 

Same to left.  
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(with the ignition reciprocating piston combustion 

engine) 

210 87032319.12 Other small gasoline passenger car with cylinder 

capacity no less than 2000cc and no more than 

2500cc (with the ignition reciprocating piston 

combustion engine) 

Same to left.  

211 87032319.19 Other gasoline vehicles with cylinder capacity more 

than 1500cc and no more than 2500cc (with the 

ignition reciprocating piston combustion engine) 

Same to left.  

212 87032334.10 Gasoline intermediate-horsepower car (with the 

ignition reciprocating piston combustion engine, 

cylinder capacity more than 2500cc and no more than 

3000cc) 

Same to left.  

213 87032335.10 Gasoline intermediate-horsepower off-road vehicle 

(with the ignition reciprocating piston combustion 

engine, cylinder capacity more than 2500cc and no 

more than 3000cc) 

Same to left.  

214 87032336.10 Gasoline intermediate-horsepower travel small 

passenger car (no more than 9 seats) (with the 

ignition reciprocating piston combustion engine, 

cylinder capacity more than 2500cc and no more than 

3000cc) 

Same to left.  

215 87032339.11 Gasoline intermediate-horsepower other small 

passenger car (no more than 9 seats) (with the 

ignition reciprocating piston combustion engine, 

cylinder capacity more than 2500cc and no more than 

3000cc) 

Same to left.  

216 87032339.19 Gasoline intermediate-horsepower other vehicle 

(with the ignition reciprocating piston combustion 

engine, cylinder capacity more than 2500cc and no 

more than 3000cc) 

Same to left.  

217 87032430.10 Gasoline high-horsepower car (no more than 9 seats) 

(with the ignition reciprocating piston combustion 

engine, high-horsepower means the cylinder capacity 

greater than 3000cc) 

Same to left.  

218 87032440.10 Gasoline high-horsepower off-road vehicle (with the 

ignition reciprocating piston combustion engine, 

high-horsepower means the cylinder capacity greater 

than 3000cc) 

Same to left.  

219 87032450.10 Gasoline high-horsepower travel small passenger car 

(no more than 9 seats) (with the ignition 

reciprocating piston combustion engine, 

high-horsepower means the cylinder capacity greater 

than 3000cc) 

Same to left.  

220 87032490.11 Gasoline high-horsepower other small passenger car 

(with the ignition reciprocating piston combustion 

engine, high-horsepower means the cylinder capacity 

greater than 3000cc) 

Same to left.  

221 87032490.19 Gasoline high-horsepower other vehicle (with the 

ignition reciprocating piston combustion engine, 

Same to left.  
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high-horsepower means the cylinder capacity greater 

than 3000cc) 

222 87033130.11 Diesel car with cylinder capacity less than 1000cc 

(with the compression-ignition piston combustion 

engine, no more than 9 seats) 

Same to left.  

223 87033130.19 Diesel car with cylinder capacity no less than 1000cc 

and no more than 1500cc (with the 

compression-ignition piston combustion engine, no 

more than 9 seats) 

Same to left.  

224 87033140.10 Diesel fractional-horsepower off-road vehicle (with 

the compression-ignition piston combustion engine, 

fractional-horsepower means the cylinder capacity 

no more than 1500cc) 

Same to left.  

225 87033150.10 Diesel fractional-horsepower small passenger car (no 

more than 9 seats) (with the compression-ignition 

piston combustion engine, fractional-horsepower 

means the cylinder capacity no more than 1500cc) 

Same to left.  

226 87033190.11 Diesel fractional-horsepower other passenger car (no 

more than 9 seats) (with the compression-ignition 

piston combustion engine, fractional-horsepower 

means the cylinder capacity no more than 1500cc) 

Same to left.  

227 87033190.19 Diesel fractional-horsepower other vehicle (with the 

compression-ignition piston combustion engine, 

fractional-horsepower means the cylinder capacity 

no more than 1500cc) 

Same to left.  

228 87033230.11 Diesel car with cylinder capacity more than 1500cc 

and less than 2200cc (no more than 9 seats, with the 

compression-ignition piston combustion engine) 

Same to left.  

229 87033230.19 Diesel car with cylinder capacity no less than 2200cc 

and no more than 2500cc (no more than 9 seats, with 

the compression-ignition piston combustion engine) 

Same to left.  

230 87033240.11 Four-wheel drive off-road vehicle with cylinder 

capacity more than 1500cc and less than 2200cc (no 

more than 9 seats, diesel, with the 

compression-ignition piston combustion engine) 

Same to left.  

231 87033240.19 Four-wheel drive off-road vehicle with cylinder 

capacity no less than 2400cc and no more than 

2500cc (no more than 9 seats, diesel, with the 

compression-ignition piston combustion engine) 

Same to left.  

232 87033250.11 Small passenger car with cylinder capacity more than 

1500cc and less than 2000cc (no more than 9 seats, 

diesel, with the compression-ignition piston 

combustion engine) 

Same to left.  

233 87033250.19 Small passenger car with cylinder capacity no less 

than 2000cc and no more than 2500cc (no more than 

9 seats, diesel, with the compression-ignition piston 

combustion engine) 

Same to left.  

234 87033290.11 Diesel intermediate-horsepower other small 

passenger car (no more than 9 seats) (cylinder 

capacity more than 1500cc and less than 2000cc) 

Same to left.  
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235 87033290.12 Other small passenger car with cylinder capacity no 

less than 2000cc and no more than 2500cc (no more 

than 9 seats, diesel, with the compression-ignition 

piston combustion engine) 

Same to left.  

236 87033290.19 Diesel intermediate-horsepower other vehicles 

(cylinder capacity more than 1500cc and no more 

than 2500cc) 

Same to left.  

237 87033330.10 Diesel car with cylinder capacity more than 2500cc 

(no more than 9 seats, with the compression-ignition 

piston combustion engine) 

Same to left.  

238 87033340.10 Four-wheel drive off-road vehicle with cylinder 

capacity more than 2500cc (no more than 9 seats, 

diesel, with the compression-ignition piston 

combustion engine) 

Same to left.  

239 87033350.10 Small passenger car with cylinder capacity more than 

2500cc (no more than 9 seats, diesel, with the 

compression-ignition piston combustion engine) 

Same to left.  

240 87033390.11 Diesel high-horsepower other small passenger car 

(no more than 9 seats) (with the 

compression-ignition piston combustion engine, 

high-horsepower means the cylinder capacity more 

than 2500cc) 

Same to left.  

241 87033390.19 Diesel high-horsepower other vehicle (with the 

compression-ignition piston combustion engine, 

high-horsepower means the cylinder capacity more 

than 2500cc) 

Same to left.  

242 87039000.11 Other car with cylinder capacity less than 1000cc Same to left.  

243 87039000.12 Other car with cylinder capacity no less than 1000cc 

and less than 2200cc 

Same to left.  

244 87039000.13 Other car with cylinder capacity no less than 2200cc Same to left.  

245 87039000.14 Other microbus with cylinder capacity less than 

2000cc (no more than 9 seats) 

Same to left.  

246 87039000.15 Other microbus with cylinder capacity no less than 

2000cc (no more than 9 seats) 

Same to left.  

247 87039000.16 Other off-road vehicle with cylinder capacity less 

than 2400cc 

Same to left.  

248 87039000.17 Other off-road vehicle with cylinder capacity no less 

than 2400cc 

Same to left.  

249 87039000.19 Other vehicle with other engine installed (no more 

than 9 seats, including travel small passenger car and 

racing car)  

Same to left.  

250 87042100 Diesel other light-van (with the compression-ignition 

piston combustion engine, the light means the total 

vehicle weight no more than 5T) 

Same to left.  

251 87042230 Diesel other medium-van (with the 

compression-ignition piston combustion engine, the 

medium means the total vehicle weight more than 5T 

and less than 14T) 

Same to left.  

252 87042240.10 Chassis for concrete pump vehicle and transport Same to left.  
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mixer (with the compression-ignition piston 

combustion engine, the heavy means the total vehicle 

weight no less than 14T and no more than 20T) 

253 87042240.90 Diesel other heavy goods vehicle (with the 

compression-ignition piston combustion engine, the 

heavy means the total vehicle weight no less than 

14T and no more than 20T) 

Same to left.  

254 87042300.10 Chassis for autocrane with lifting weight no less than 

25T (with the compression-ignition piston 

combustion engine, the superduty means the total 

vehicle weight more than 20T) 

Same to left.  

255 87042300.20 Chassis for concrete pump vehicle and transport 

mixer (with the compression-ignition piston 

combustion engine, the superduty means the total 

vehicle weight more than 20T) 

Same to left.  

256 87042300.90 Diesel other superduty goods vehicle (with the 

compression-ignition piston combustion engine,the 

superduty means the total vehicle weight more than 

20T) 

Same to left.  

257 87043100 Gasoline other truck no more than 5T (with the 

ignition piston combustion engine, the total vehicle 

weight no more than 5T) 

Same to left.  

258 87043230 Gasoline other truck more than 5T and no more than 

8T (with the ignition piston combustion engine, the 

total vehicle weight more than 5T) 

Same to left.  

259 87043240 Gasoline other truck more than 5T (with the ignition 

piston combustion engine, the total vehicle weight 

more than 8T) 

Same to left.  

260 87049000 Truck with other engine installed  Same to left.  

261 87051021 All-road autocrane with lifting weight no more than 

50T 

Same to left.  

262 87051022 All-road autocrane with lifting weight more than 50T 

and no more than 100T 

Same to left.  

263 87051023 All-road autocrane with lifting weight more than 

100T  

Same to left.  

264 87051091 Other autocrane with lifting weight no more than 50T Same to left.  

265 87051092 Other autocrane with lifting weight more than 50T 

and no more than 100T 

Same to left.  

266 87051093 Other autocrane with lifting weight more than 100T Same to left.  

267 87052000 Automotive boring vehicle Same to left.  

268 87053010 Automotive fire truck with scaling ladder installed  Same to left.  

269 87053090 Other automotive fire truck Same to left.  

270 87054000 Automotive concrete transport mixer Same to left.  

271 87059010 Radio communication vehicle  Same to left.  

272 87059020 Automotive radioactive ray detection vehicle  Same to left.  

273 87059030 Automotive environment monitoring vehicle Same to left.  

274 87059040 Automotive medical vehicle Same to left.  
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275 87059059 Other automotive power supply vehicle (aerial power 

supply vehicle with 400Hz frequency excluded)  

Same to left.  

276 87059060 Airplane oil filling vehicle, attemper vehicle and 

deicing vehicle  

Same to left.  

277 87059070 Road (including runway) snow removal truck Same to left.  

278 87059080 Fossil oil well logging truck, pressure crack vehicle 

and sand mixing vehicle  

Same to left.  

279 87059090.10 Runway deicing vehicle Same to left.  

280 87059090.90 Other special purpose automotive vehicle (vehicle 

mainly used for passenger or goods excluded) 

Same to left.  

281 87060021 Truck chassis with vehicle gross weight no less than 

14T (with engine installed)  

Same to left.  

282 87060022 Truck chassis with vehicle gross weight less than 14T 

(with engine installed)  

Same to left.  

283 87060030 Large passenger car chassis (with engine installed)  Same to left.  

284 87060040 Autocrane chassis (with engine installed)  Same to left.  

285 87060090 Other automotive vehicle chassis (with engine 

installed, used for vehicles listed in code 8701, 8703 

and 8705)  

Same to left.  

286 87163110 Oil tank trailer and semi-trailer  Same to left.  

287 87163190 Other tank trailer and semi-trailer  Same to left.  

288 87163910 Container trailer and semi-trailer  Same to left.  

289 87163990 Other container trailer and semi-trailer  Same to left.  

290 87164000 Other unlisted trailer and semi-trailer  Same to left.  

291 8708.2100 Seat harness (used for vehicles of code 8701 to 8705) Only for automobile safety belt:  

Category M and N automobile forward seat 

harness 

292 87111000 Gasoline micro-horsepower motorcycle/bicycle 

convertible vehicle (with reciprocating piston engine, 

micro-horsepower means the cylinder capacity no more 

than 50cc) 

Only for 

portable 

motorcycle 

Category L1 (dual-wheel 

vehicles, if with heat engine, 

the cylinder capacity no more 

than 50ml and maximum 

design speed no more than 

50km/h at any driving mode) 

Category L2 (Three-wheel 

vehicles with any wheel layout, 

if with heat engine, the cylinder 

capacity no more than 50ml 

and maximum design speed no 

more than 50km/h at any 

driving mode) 

293 87112000 Gasoline fractional-horsepower motorcycle/bicycle 

convertible vehicle (with reciprocating piston engine, 

fractional-horsepower means the cylinder capacity more 

than 50cc and no more than 250cc) 

294 87113010 Motorcycle with cylinder capacity more than 250cc and 

no more than 400cc (with reciprocating piston engine, 

motorcycle/bicycle convertible vehicle included) 

Only for 

motorcycle 

Category L3 (dual-wheel 

vehicles, if with heat engine, 

the cylinder capacity more than 

50ml and maximum design 

speed more than 50km/h at any 

driving mode) 

Category L4 (three-wheel 
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295 87113020 Motorcycle with cylinder capacity more than 400cc and 

no more than 500cc (with reciprocating piston engine, 

motorcycle/bicycle convertible vehicle included) 

296 87114000 Gasoline high-horsepower motorcycle/bicycle 

convertible vehicle (with reciprocating piston engine, 

high-horsepower means the cylinder capacity more than 

500cc and no more than 800cc) 

297 87115000 Gasoline super-horsepower motorcycle and similar 

vehicle (with reciprocating piston engine, 

super-horsepower means the cylinder capacity more than 

800cc) 

298 87119000 Motorcycle and side-car with other engine installed 

(including bicycle convertible vehicle) 

vehicles, if with heat engine, 

the cylinder capacity more than 

50ml and maximum design 

speed more than 50km/h at any 

driving mode, the three wheels 

asymmetrically arrange 

relative on the portrait central 

plane) 

Category L5 (three-wheel 

vehicles, if with heat engine, 

the cylinder capacity more than 

50ml and maximum design 

speed more than 50km/h at any 

driving mode, the three wheels 

symmetrically arrange relative 

on the portrait central plane) 

Not including four-wheel 

sandbeach motorcycle and kart 

299 90082000 Microfilm reader (can or cannot reproduce) 
Only for the reproducible microfilm reader 
above 36 V 

300 90091110 Multicolor electrostatic sensitization duplicator (direct 
manner) (directly duplicating original file) 

Not applicable to the duplicator for over A1 

paper size and below 36 V  

301 90091190 Other electrostatic sensitization duplicator (direct 
manner) (directly duplicating original file) 

Not applicable to the duplicator for over A1 

paper size and below 36 V  

302 90091210 Multicolor electrostatic sensitization duplicator (indirect 
manner) (directly duplicating original file) 

Not applicable to the duplicator for over A1 
paper size and below 36 V  

303 90091290 Electrostatic sensitization duplicator (indirect manner) 
(original file transferred via intermediate) 

Not applicable to the duplicator for over A1 
paper size and below 36 V  

304 90092110 Multicolor sensitization duplicator with optical system 
(directly duplicating original file) 

Not applicable to the duplicator for over A1 
paper size and below 36 V  

305 90092190 Other sensitization duplicator with optical system   Not applicable to the duplicator for over A1 
paper size and below 36 V  

306 90092210 Contact multicolor sensitization duplicator (directly duplicating 
original file) 

Not applicable to the duplicator for over A1 
paper size and below 36 V  

307 90092290 Contact other sensitization duplicator    
Not applicable to the duplicator for over A1 

paper size and below 36 V  

308 90093010 Multicolor thermosensitive duplicator (directly 
duplicating original file) 

Not applicable to the duplicator for over A1 

paper size and below 36 V  

309 90093090 Other thermosensitive duplicator 
Not applicable to the duplicator for over A1 

paper size and below 36 V  
310 90283010 Electric meter (including its calibration meter)  Only for prepaid energy meter 
311 90291020 Fare meter and fare register  Only for taxi fare meter  

312 92071000 Clavier with sound produced or amplified via electricity 
(accordion excluded) Only for electronic organ  

313 94051000 Chandelier, including illuminator under ceiling or on 
wall (the one in open air or on street excluded) 

Not applicable to the chandelier below 36V 

314 94052000 Electric desk lamp, bed lamp and floor lamp  

Only for the mobile lamps above 36 V (the 
powered lamp can be moved from one place to 
another plane in normal operation, e.g. desk 
lamp, bed lamp and candler lamp) 

315 94054090 Other electric lamp and illuminator  

Only for the embedded lamps above 36 V 
(according to the manufacturer, the lamp is 
fully or completely embedded in the 
installation surface, like tube-shaped lamp, 
grille lamp and buried lamp) and fixed lamp 
(cannot easily be moved from one place to 
another place, only can be moved by means of 
tools, or for the unreachable cases). Outdoor 
fluorescent tube support, wall fitting, ceiling 
lamp, ceiling sucked lamp and fixed yard lamp 
belong to fixed lamps.  

316 95041000 TV electronic game (the one working with TV set) Only for the computer game and learning 
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machine above 36 V other than hand-held 
palm game and commercial game  

317 9022.1300 Other dentistry radiographic application equipment  Dental X-ray machine (not 

applicable for animal) 

9022.140090 Other medical or livestock radiographic application 

equipment  

Gastrointestinal X-ray 

machine (not applicable for 

animal) 

    Mammary X-ray machine (not 

applicable for animal) 

    Cardio agniographic X-ray 

machine (not applicable for 

animal) 

    Urinary X-ray machine (not 

applicable for animal) 

    Skeletal intensity X-ray 

machine (not applicable for 

animal) 

    General photographic X-ray 

machine (excluded Dental 

X-ray machine, 

Gastrointestinal X-ray 

machine, Mammary X-ray 

machine, Cardio agniographic 

X-ray machine, Urinary X-ray 

machine, Skeletal intensity 

X-ray machine), not applicable 

for animal 

    General X-ray machine for 

fluoroscopy (excluded Dental 

X-ray machine,  

Gastrointestinal X-ray 

machine, Mammary X-ray 

machine, Cardio agniographic 

X-ray machine, Urinary X-ray 

machine, Skeletal intensity 

X-ray machine), not applicable 

for animal 

    Surgical X-ray machine, not 

applicable for animal 

    X-ray machine for 

interventional therapy, not 

applicable for animal 

    X-ray simulated locator, not 

applicable for animal 

318 

    

X-ray 

diagnostic 

equipment 

for medical 

use only 

(not 

applicatble 

for animal) 

Other equipment used for 

clinical diagnosis or auxiliary 

surgical therapy by means of 

the principle of X-ray 

fluorography (not applicable 

for animal) 
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319 9022.1200 X-ray Computed tomography apparatus   X-ray computed tomographic, 

not applicable for animal 

320 9018.9040 Artificial kidney (dialysis)apparatus Only for the hemodialyzer  

Only for the hollow fiber hemodialyzer  

Only for extracorporeal circulation tube used 

for blood purification 

321 9018.9090 Other medical, surgical or veterinary apparatuses  

Only for the artificial heart-lung machine – 

rolling blood pump, rolling pulsating blood 

pump, heat exchange container, silastic pump 

tube, bubbling oximeter and heat exchanger 

322 9018.1100 Electrocardiogram recording instrument  Only for the electrocardiography, vector 

electrocardiography, loading tester and the 

electrocardiographic atlas for diagnosis.  

325 9021.5000 Pacemakers for stimulating heart muscles, excluding 

parts and accessories 

Only for the implanted heart pacemaker  

 
 


